THE LYSOL® PROTECTION YOU TRUST, IN A NEW FORMAT!

CANADA’S NO.1* SELLING SURFACE DISINFECTING WIPE NOW AVAILABLE IN A CONVENIENT, EASIER TO USE FLATPACK!

• EFFECTIVE AGAINST SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19 in 2 MINUTES.

• KILLS 99.9% of BACTERIA to SANITIZE in 10 SECONDS.

• Kills 99.9% of viruses & bacteria.

• Convenient, portable, easy-to-store format.

LYSOL® DISINFECTING WIPES Lemon & Lime Blossom® Flatpack
Case UPC: 19200-99716-00
Unit UPC: 019200997164
DIN#: 02359014

*Based on Nielsen MarketTrack, $share of Total Wipes, Latest 52 Weeks ending January 30, 2021